Digital & Simulation

GCAA Case Study
Selecting the right candidates using ATC-specific gamified tests

Challenge

The customer

Ghana Civil Aviation Authority
(GCAA) needed to recruit 20 air
traffic controllers, and wanted to
ensure an efficient, robust and
objective selection approach that
included ATC-specific testing.

The Ghana Civil Aviation Authority (GCAA) is the national
aviation authority and regulatory agency of the Republic of
Ghana for air transportation in the country. GCAA provides air
navigation services within the Accra Flight Information Region,
which comprises the airspace over the Republics of Ghana,
Togo and Benin, and a large area over the Atlantic Ocean in the
Gulf of Guinea.
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214 ATC candidates successfully
completed testing over two
days, using SureSelect’s online
ATC Skill Simulations
GCAA extended their target
of recruiting 20 air traffic
controllers, and selected 22
candidates
Improved selection robustness
and efficiency by removing
any paper-based assessments,
using validated test suites, and
automating results. This reduced
the labour required and enabled
GCAA to narrow in on the
candidates with the right set of
skills and attributes to become
successful ATCs.

Feedback
“The thorough testing provided us
quality assured results; enabling us
to make a sound judgement; with no
room for disputes from candidates.
It was independent testing, selfdriven, without bias or external
influence. We were happy to have
used SureSelect.”
Ebenezer Kwesi Sagoe

The situation
GCAA undertook a recruitment campaign in mid-2018 to
recruit 20 new air traffic controllers. It had been a number of
years since they last recruited so the organisation needed an
approach that could handle testing of a large applicant pool,
without being too labour intensive or lengthy.
They also wanted to take a robust and objective approach to
their selection process, evolving from traditional pen-and-paper
examinations to modern, ATC specific web-based testing.

GCAA Case Study
The solution
GCAA started their recruitment campaign in early August 2018.
They used locally provided psychometric tests to address their
unique cultural requirements, from which they shortlisted 214
candidates to undertake SureSelect’s ATC Skill Simulations at a
testing centre.
This engaging gamified suite of role-specific tests assesses real
on-the-job behaviours, including short term memory, spatial
awareness, remembering relationships, and effectiveness
in a radar simulation (safety, efficiency and multi-tasking).
Candidates reported that they enjoyed using the tests, which
look like a radar environment and are a great fit for the new
generation of tech-savvy applicants.
The online assessments were completed over two days in a
supervised environment (to ensure ID checks), followed by a
comprehensive report of results for each candidate from the
automated SureSelect system. GCAA then completed interviews
with their preferred candidates, followed by reference and health
checks, and made training offers to 22 candidates.

The value
Using SureSelect was key to GCAA achieving their target
to recruit 20 air traffic controllers. SureSelect enabled 214
candidates to be tested in just two days, cutting down on
labour resources that previously handled administration and
scoring of paper-based examinations.
The results of ATC Skill Simulations helped GCAA narrow in
on the right candidates with the necessary set of skills and
attributes to become successful ATCs - ultimately selecting 22
candidates into their training programme.

Quick facts
Airways has been providing
aviation products and
services for organisations
throughout the world for
more than 30 years.
With customers in Asia, the
Middle East, Africa, the Pacific
and North America, Airways
is constantly improving its
training tools and technologies.
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